Motorhomes

ANYTHING BUT
ORDINARY

THE X-FACTOR.
NEW

The new X-Cursion Van EDITION [PEPPER] based on the VW T6.1.

The X-Cursion Van is a real WEINSBERG and yet very different. It is the first
WEINSBERG based on VW - amazingly compact on the outside, completely rethought
on the inside. It combines extraordinary features and maximum driving pleasure.
In short: The X-Cursion Van has the comfort of a big one in compact dimensions.
More information: weinsberg.com/the-new-xcursion

DINETTE

INVITING
LIVING SPACE.
Whether cooking or relaxing,
you have plenty of room to
move and enjoy yourself in
the X-Cursion Van - here in
the 500 LT.

500 LT
Newly developed Face-2-Face
seating group for a maximum
of six people.

500 MQ
Spacious dinette with
plenty of space to relax.

FULLY-FLEDGED
REAR GARAGE.

SPECIAL
SEATING COMFORT.
The rear garage in the 500 MQ layout offers enough storage
space for camping furniture, sports equipment or other bulky
luggage. Thanks to the large flap, it is easily accessible.

Ergonomic dashboard with navigation
and many intelligent assistance
systems - here in the 500 MQ.

HIGHLIGHTS X-CURSION VAN
Two unique and innovative
floor plan solutions
Base vehicle VW T6.1 with a
vehicle length of 5.88 meters

Fully-fledged rear garage
and multifunctional bathroom
in the 500 MQ
High driving dynamics

Intelligent driver
assistance systems

Compact external dimensions
and 2 meters internal width

Optional easy-move bed

High quality
exterior design

Swiveling bathroom and
face-2-face seating group
in the 500 LT
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NEW

X- Cursion Van EDITION

Configurator

MY
INDIVIDUAL
[PEPPER]
With the vehicle configurator
you can put together your
individual X-Cursion Van
EDITION [PEPPER].
configurator.weinsberg.com

SLEEPING

CARE

OPTIONAL

EASY-MOVEBED.
1

Super convenient: simply fold
down the innovative Easy-Move
bed to create a second, cosy
sleeping surface for up to two
more people - here in the 500 LT.
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The Easy-Move bed is also
optionally available as a onesleeper variant for just one
additional sleeping place and
maximum standing height in
the vehicle.

MULTIFUNCTIONAL
FLEX BATH.
Completely newly developed:
Generous lying area or full bathroom
thanks to a compact room layout.

1

Comfortable. When the shower is not
needed, it frees up space for a generous
rear bed with a lying length of 2 metres.

3
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Space-saving. With a few simple steps, the heightadjustable shower in the 500 MQ can be pushed
upwards and the mattress then folds to the side.

Innovative. When the shower is pushed into the upper
position, it becomes a full-fledged shower cubicle with
folding wall and full standing height of 1.90 metres.
Whether in sleeping or shower mode - the toilet is
accessible and usable at all times.
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VW T6.1 2.800 kg 110kW/150PS, automatic gearbox
224141
224153
224129
224131
224133
224134
224135
201789
224137
224138
224140
224142
224176
224143

Load increase from 2.800 kg to 3.200 kg
Suspension and damping with increased front axle load and reinforced stabilisers
Front bumper painted in chassis colour
17'' alloy rims devonport
Air conditioning with manual control in the driver's cabin
“Premium” multifunction display with multicolour display
Multifunction steering wheel (3 spokes)
High-quality fitted seat covers for driver's/passenger's seat in WEINSBERG fabric stlye
Seat heating for driver's and passenger's seats
Front and side window blackout
Emergency Brake Assist
Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC) with speed limitation device
Drowsiness Detection
High-beam Assist “Light Assist”

224058
224144
224145
224065
224147
224152
224150
224148
224167
251793
224149
100602
100526-33
551778-01
101721
552335-14
550660-06
450740
452718-01
251949-09
252524
250072-06
252824-01
252405
951036

Windscreen wipers with interval circuit and rain sensor and automatic headlight switching
Tyre pressure monitoring device
Fog lights incl. cornering light
Electrically adjustable and heated exterior mirrors
LED main headlight
LED daytime running light
Heated windscreen washer vents and washer water level indicator
Navigation system “Discover Media” including “Streaming & Internet” with 4 speakers
“We Connect” and “We Connect Plus” preparation
Rear view camera incl. wiring
Inductive charging cradle
Insect screen door
Garage door 55 x 110 cm, left (500 MQ)
Roof hood (lift-tilt) 70 x 50 cm with insect screen and blackout, clear with lighting (bow)
Hinged window in roof hood, with insect screen and blackout (bow)
Upholstery selection: MALABAR
COZY HOME EDITION [PEPPER]
Insulating hood waste water tank, heatable
“bluuwater” water filter system
USB socket in the rear (500 MQ)
Atmospheric ambient lighting
230 V SCHUKO socket (kitchen)
Complete antenna system Oyster 60 Premium, Twin incl. 27" SMART-TV
TV holder
MOT and registration document
MediKit voucher: Voucher for an exclusive medication set (includes among others
wound spray, disinfectant spray and various pharmacy-only medicines)**
silwyREADY
Cab in two-tone design
Special product graphics EDITION [PEPPER]
Awning 305 x 250 cm, anthracite

952823
953757-01
224185
103551-05
500892-01

17" alloy wheels by
Devonport.

Hard-wearing: The exclusive activeline MALABAR upholstery fabric in a
combination of imitation leather and
and special decorative stitching.

R08118363-EN-INT

500 MQ

Additionally included standard equipment:

MULTIFUNCTIONAL
FLEX BATH

500 LT

FACE-2-FACE
SEATING GROUP

* Savings advantage over individual purchases.
The prices indicated are recommended retail prices of the manufacturer. The prices
indicated include the statutory value added tax (and, if applicable, other legally
prescribed calculation factors or taxes, which may also be shown separately). The prices
are (depending on the country) exclusive of the costs for registration documents, delivery
and transport, unless expressly stated otherwise. Please consult your WEINSBERG dealer
for further details.
After a contract has been concluded, we reserve the right to make technical changes
within the framework of the construction insofar as they serve technical progress and
are acceptable for the customer. Please also note the comments in the current price list,
in particular on weights, load capacities and tolerances.
The optional extras selected will increase the mass of the production vehicle. Comparison
model: WEINSBERG X-Cursion Van 500 MQ and 500 LT VW T6.1 based. Errors and misprints
excepted.
Illustrations similar. Some of the illustrations show equipment features that are not
included in the standard equipment and that can be ordered for an additional charge
(optional equipment) as well as some equipment features of prototypes/studies that do
not correspond to the standard equipment and therefore cannot be ordered as optional
equipment.
** A voucher to redeem the medicine set is enclosed with the vehicle. The medicine set
contains medicines that must be purchased from a pharmacy. The voucher can therefore
only be redeemed at the responsible MediKit mail-order pharmacy at www.medikit.shop
You can also obtain further information about your MediKit at www.medikit.shop.
Status 08/22

Big cinema: 27" Smart TV as
standard in the TV package.

